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RESOLUTION
(2012- RESO-0220A)
May 21, 2012

BAC DECLARES FAILURE OF BID FOR THE PUBLIC BIDDING FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF FUEL FOR THE RESEARCH ENTITLED “FIVE PERCENT & TWENTY PERCENT BIODIESEL BLENDS

WHEREAS:

1. The Bids and Awards Committee (BAC) posted an invitation to bid for the procurement of Fuel for the research entitled” Five Percent & Twenty Percent Biodiesel Blends” on March 19, 2012.
2. After the second posting dated April 13, 2012, Market All Trading Corp., a prospective bidder, expressed intention but its bid was withdrawn due to eligibility concerns.
3. Due to the conditions cited above, it was agreed in the meeting dated May 18, 2012 that the bidding for this project shall be cancelled and the technical specifications/details of the project shall be reassessed/reviewed before the BAC enters into negotiation with a responsive bidder.

THEREFORE, THE BAC SHALL:

1. CANCEL the Procurement for Fuel (for research), REVIEW the details of the project, after which the BAC shall ENTER into NEGOTIATION with a responsive bidder.
2. Recommend for approval to the Head of Procuring Entity the aforementioned decision.

Signed by:

Dr. Florida C. Labuguen
BAC Chairman

Ms. Ma. Agnes P. Inosanto
Vice-Chairman

Prof. Nathaniel C. Balbero
Member

Engr. Lyndon R. Bague
Member

Ms. Vivian C. Santos
Member

Approved by:

DR. OLYMPIQ V. CAPARAS
President